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• Abstract (300 words):
This article questions the decision to demolish one of the Brutalist masterpieces in Belgium: the Ostend Swimming Pool. In a zeitgeist where adaptive reuse of all sort of buildings plays a central role in architecture and urban renewal the (almost evident) question arises, why not to consider a new use?

Firstly, we discuss the building’s history and architectural potentials, especially focusing on its conception as a public interior. Taking, the social program of the building as an inspiration, we secondly reference projects in which the transformation and reuse of a building has been initiated through public action in a spontaneous and uncontrolled way, e.g. Kunsthaus Tacheles in Mitte, Berlin. Thirdly, we reflect on a possible future approach for the Ostend swimming pool through the concept of ‘counter-preservation’
and ruination. To conclude, we reflect on the tension between the traditional conservational approach towards heritage buildings and sites versus spontaneous public action on the build environment. We search to strike a balance between degradation and restoration – although a ruin is ‘irretrievable’ and thereby some heritage values will be lost, the concept still fits into the ‘structural integrity’ of the ‘brutalist thought’.

Is the concept of the ruin therefore not the perfect compromise between the demolition plan of the municipality and a full renovation? Is it not possible that this landmark’s best moment is yet to come?
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